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ABSTRACT
We show how the Radon transform (defined as a series of line integrals through an image at
different orientations and offsets from the origin) can be used as a simple, non-parametric tool to
characterize galaxy velocity fields, specifically their global kinematic position angles (PAk ) and
any radial variation or asymmetry in PAk . This method is fast and easily automated, making it
particularly beneficial in an era where IFU and interferometric surveys are yielding samples of
thousands of galaxies. We demonstrate the Radon transform by applying it to gas and stellar
velocity fields from the first ∼2800 galaxies of the SDSS-IV MaNGA IFU survey. We separately
classify gas and stellar velocity fields into five categories based on the shape of their radial PAk

profiles. At least half of stellar velocity fields and two-thirds of gas velocity fields are found to show
detectable deviations from uniform coplanar circular motion, although most of these variations are
symmetric about the center of the galaxy. The behavior of gas and stellar velocity fields is largely
independent, even when PAk profiles for both components are measured over the same radii. We
present evidence that one class of symmetric PAk variations is likely associated with bars and/or
oval distortions, while another class is more consistent with warped disks. This analysis sets the
stage for more in-depth future studies which explore the origin of diverse kinematic behavior in the
galaxy population.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Galaxy kinematics provide a powerful means of understand-
ing the physical processes that govern galaxy evolution. In
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particular, deviations from coplanar circular motion poten-
tially reveal the existence of non-uniformities in galaxies’
matter distributions, inflows or outflows, and/or tidal in-
teractions. In many cases, the origin of certain kinematic
irregularities is still debated.

Deviations from simple rotation are commonly observed
throughout the galaxy population, and come in a variety
of different forms. For instance, anywhere from 20–50% of
disk galaxies have detectable asymmetries in their rotation
curves or projected 2D velocity fields (Haynes et al. 1998;
Swaters et al. 1999; Kornreich et al. 2000; Kannappan et al.
2002; Andersen & Bershady 2013; Bloom et al. 2017). An-
other frequent phenomenon seen in both gas and stellar
disks are “warps”, where the kinematic position angle in the
outer disk is different from that of the inner disk, implying
the presence of a disk with a radially varying inclination
(Sancisi 1976; Bosma 1981a,b; Garćıa-Ruiz et al. 2002;
Reshetnikov et al. 2002; Schwarzkopf & Dettmar 2001;
Ann & Park 2006). Warps frequently begin at or just
beyond the optical radius R25, the radius where the B
band surface brightness reaches 25 mag arcsec−2 (Briggs
1990; Ann & Park 2006; van der Kruit 2007), although
they can begin at smaller radii (van de Voort et al. 2015;
Reshetnikov et al. 2016). The high frequency of asymmetric
and warped disks suggests that these features are either
frequently generated or long lived. Although at least
some fraction of them are likely due to tidal interactions
(Ann & Park 2006), they are also commonly seen in in
low density environments, suggesting additional physical
drivers. Gas and/or dark matter infall may provide another
explanation (Ostriker & Binney 1989; Jiang & Binney
1999; Bournaud et al. 2005; Shen & Sellwood 2006;
van de Voort et al. 2015), particularly in low density en-
vironments which are more likely to host gas-rich mergers
and “cold-mode” cosmological accretion (e.g. Kereš et al.
2009).

Inner regions of galaxies (well within R25) can also
show kinematics that are distinct from the rest of the
galaxy. Bar instabilities, which follow solid body rotation
not necessarily aligned with the major axis of the galaxy
disk, are thought to occur in at least ∼30% of galaxies
(Masters et al. 2011). The individual stars within bars
follow highly elliptical orbits, but bars can also drive radial
motions within the gas. Similar behavior is seen in “oval
distortions” (the distinction between bars and oval distor-
tions in the literature appears somewhat subjective, but we
consider them essentially less extreme bars). A commonly
observed phenomenon, particularly in early type galaxies,
are “kinematically-decoupled cores” (KDCs), where the
motions within the inner few kpc are misaligned with the
rest of the galaxy (Bender 1988; Franx & Illingworth 1988;
Davies et al. 2001; McDermid et al. 2006; Emsellem et al.
2007; Krajnović et al. 2011). KDCs may be formed by major
mergers, or by star formation in recently acquired misaligned
gas (Kormendy 1984; Holley-Bockelmann & Richstone
2000; Balcells & Quinn 1990; Hernquist & Barnes 1991;
Bois et al. 2010, 2011; Tsatsi et al. 2015), but may in
some cases be a projection effect of different orbit families
(van den Bosch et al. 2008).

Observationally constraining the primary drivers of var-
ious types of non-axisymmetric motions would benefit from
large samples of galaxies with measured velocity fields that

also span a wide range of properties, allowing a reliable es-
timate of the frequency of different kinematic features and
how they relate to other galaxy characteristics. The MaNGA
(Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory;
Bundy et al. 2015) survey is currently the largest integral
field unit (IFU) survey in existence, making it an ideal data
set to conduct a statistical study of galaxy kinematics in the
z = 0 universe. Additionally, the rapid growth of IFU survey
sample sizes has created new demand for analysis techniques
which can reliably characterize velocity fields with minimal
human supervision.

With these goals in mind, we have developed a method
to quantify the radial variation in the kinematic position an-
gles (PAk ) of galaxies based on the Radon transform, which
can then be used to identify deviations from simple co-planar
rotation in velocity fields. We then demonstrate this method
on data from the SDSS IV MaNGA survey. We identify sev-
eral different characteristic patterns in the way kinematic
position angles vary within galaxies, and use these patterns
to classify galaxies into five distinct categories. We then ex-
amine several basic properties of these different types, in-
cluding their frequency, structural properties, agreement be-
tween gas and stellar velocity fields, color-mass distribution,
and whether they host bars. Our demonstration of this new
method of characterizing galaxy position angles and the sub-
sequent analysis sets the stage for more detailed studies of
disks with irregular kinematics to be carried out in the fu-
ture.

2 THE RADON TRANSFORM

Our method of analyzing velocity fields is based on the
Radon transform, R (Radon 1917):

R(ρ,θ) =
∫
L
v(x, y)dl (1)

where v(x, y) is a 2D function (in our case, a velocity field)
and the subscript L denotes a line integral. R is a transform
whereby integrals are calculated along lines that cross v(x, y)
at different orientations and distances from the origin. These
lines are parameterized by the polar coordinates in the plane
of the sky

[
θ, ρ

]
where θ is the angle with respect to the x-

axis and ρ is the distance from the origin. Each integral is
calculated along the line perpendicular to the [θ, ρ] vector
(see Fig. 1). In the output coordinate system, θ spans from
0◦ to 180◦ while ρ spans from −∞ to +∞, so any regions
below the x-axis are considered to have ρ < 0. The sign on
the ρ vector allows asymmetries in R to be easily identified
(Section 3.6.

We apply a simple modification to the Radon transform
that provides more useful information about the orienta-
tion of galaxy velocity fields. Instead of integrating over the
raw velocity measurements, we instead integrate the abso-
lute value of the difference between each point v(xi , yi ) and
the mean of all values along each line segment:

RA =

∫
|v(x, y) − 〈v(x, y)〉 |dl (2)

This modified transform is referred to as the Absolute Radon
Transform, RA, which reflects the amount of change in ve-
locity along each line segment without having to directly
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Radon transform and its coordi-
nate system. Integrals are calculated along all possible lines, pa-

rameterized by the coordinates [θ,ρ], that cross the 2D function

v (x, y). Two examples are shown in the left panel, where the in-
tegrals are calculated over the solid lines, L1 and L2, which are

perpendicular to the [θ,ρ] vectors. The values of these integrals

are then plotted in [θ,ρ] parameter space (right panel). Under this
coordinate system, θ ranges from 0–180◦ while ρ ranges from −∞

to ∞ such that a position below the x-axis corresponds to ρ < 0.

calculate derivatives. Examples of R and RA calculated for
different model velocity fields are shown in Fig. 2.

A simple application of RA is to estimate the mean PAk

of a velocity field, which should correspond to the line seg-
ment crossing through the center of the galaxy (ρ = 0) at
the angle θ where RA is maximized. This application is illus-
trated in Fig. 3 which plots a slice of RA taken from Fig. 2 at
ρ = 0. The location where RA is maximized is in good agree-
ment with the expected value (vertical dashed line) given the
true PAk . It is important to note that RA does not distin-
guish between the approaching/receding sides of the velocity
field, but this distinction may be useful in some situations,
such as when one wants to identify counter-rotating gas and
stellar disks. However, the standard Radon transform R is
sensitive to whether velocities are positive or negative (as
seen in the maps of R in Fig. 2 where the two galaxies ro-
tate in opposite directions), and can be easily used to infer
the direction of the approaching and receding sides of a ve-
locity field.

We remind the reader that the definition of angles in
the Radon transform is different from how angles are typi-
cally defined in astronomical data. For instance the galaxy
PAk is traditionally defined with respect to the y-axis, while
θ is defined with respect to the x-axis, and yet the value of θ
where RA is maximized is equivalent to the PAk . To clarify
why this is the case, we reiterate that RA is actually calcu-
lated along a line perpendicular to the [θ,ρ] vector (Fig. 1).
This 90◦ difference makes it so the value of θ (defined rela-
tive to the x-axis) is equivalent to the PAk (defined relative
to the y-axis).

Although measuring the global PAk is a useful applica-
tion of the Absolute Radon transform, our primary goal is to
track radial variations in the PAk which can indicate devia-
tions from uniform co-planar circular motion. If we focus on
where RA is minimized rather than where it is maximized,
we find that RA shows an easily identifiable response to ra-
dial variations in PAk . We illustrate this behavior in Fig. 2
(3rd column) after offsetting and renormalizing RA so that
each row ranges from 0–1, making the behavior at large ρ

more apparent. In the top example of Fig. 2 where the galaxy

has constant PAk , the value of θ where RA (ρ) is minimized
remains constant, while in the second example where we in-
troduce a radial variation in PA, the value of θ where RA

is minimized is clearly varying with ρ. Although we have
highlighted the behavior where RA is minimized, the region
where RA is maximized actually shows similar behavior in
the presence of variations in PAk . However, after additional
modifications to the Radon Transform (discussed below), it
will become more clear why focusing on where RA is mini-
mized is ideal.

One major issue with RA in its current form is that
it will depend not only on the values of velocity measure-
ments along each line segment, but the number of spaxels
being integrated along a given line segment. Thus RA runs
the risk of reflecting the directions along which there is sim-
ply more or less data (more akin to a photometric position
angle if the amount of available data is dependent on sur-
face brightness), rather than directions where the velocity is
truly changing by large or small amounts. To solve this issue,
we introduce integration bounds (±rap) on Eq. 2, where rap
(which we refer to as the Radon aperture) can be set to any
value, but ideally one small enough such that the amount
of data included in each line integral is independent of ρ

and θ (at least away from the edges of the velocity field).
We refer to this bounded Absolute Radon transform as RAB ,
but aside from the integration limits, the functional form is
identical to RA. The final two columns in Fig. 2 illustrate
RAB applied to model velocity fields. In addition to being
less impacted by varying numbers of spaxels in each line in-
tegral, the region where RAB is minimized is more sharply
defined compared to where RA is minimized. As mentioned
above, the region where RAB is maximized also shows a clear
response to radial variations in PAk . However, the region
where RAB is minimized is sharper and thus a better indi-
cator of PAk . Furthermore, the band along which RAB is
minimized as a function of ρ is tracing the kinematic major
axis, whereas the band where RAB is maximized is tracing
the kinematic minor axis (see Fig. 4). A more detailed dis-
cussion of how RAB depends on the choice of rap and our
final choice of rap for our analysis of MaNGA data will be
discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.1 and Section 3.3

It is important to remember that the relationship be-
tween θ and PAk depends on whether we are focusing on the
value of θ where RAB is minimized or maximized. When we
consider the value of θ where RAB is maximized, θ matches
the PAk defined in the astronomical convention. However,
when we consider the value of θ where RAB is minimized, θ
no longer matches the PAk but is offset by 90◦.

2.1 Radon Profile Measurement

The key feature of RAB is the “ridge” along which RAB(ρ)
is minimized (the dark purple region in the right panels of
Fig. 2). We refer to the values of θ where RAB is minimized
as θ̂(ρ), and this is one of the important measurements we
make throughout this work as it is a direct indicator of PAk

(with a 90◦ offset). Throughout our analysis we create 1D
profiles of θ̂(ρ) which we will hereafter refer to as Radon
profiles. The following algorithm is used to extract Radon
profiles from 2D maps of RAB:

(i) We first flag any regions of RAB where the estimated
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Figure 2. Demonstration of the Radon transform applied to two simple model velocity fields, one a normal rotating disk (top) and one

a warped rotating disk (bottom). The model velocity field is of the form v = v0 tanh(r/h) sin(i) cos(φ − PAk ), where r is the radius, i is
the inclination, φ is the angle with respect to the positive y axis, and v0 and h are constants that define the true rotation velocity. We

set v0 = 200 km s−1, h = 7 pixels, i = 20◦ . The top velocity field has PAk=135◦ (defined as the angle north through east of the receding
major axis) while the bottom velocity field has a PAk approximately 180◦ larger. The maximum radius is set to 2.5Re (where Re is the
effective radius), and we set Re = 2h. For the warped velocity field, PAk changes with radius at a rate of 15◦ R−1

e . Below each velocity

field, the panels show (from left to right): the Radon transform (R), the Absolute Radon transform (RA), a rescaled version of RA where
values at fixed ρ span from 0–1 (see text), the Absolute Bounded Radon transform (RAB), and a rescaled version of RAB. The thick
orange lines to the bottom-left of each velocity field shows the size of the “radon aperture” (2 × rap) used to calculate RAB.
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Figure 3. Slice through RA from the top panel of Fig. 2 at ρ = 0.
The vertical dashed line indicates the true PAk of the model,

which corresponds to where RA is maximized.

value may be biased because the line integral at that [θ,ρ]
overlaps missing/flagged spaxels or the edge of the velocity
field.

(ii) Starting from ρ = 0, we smooth RAB(θ, ρ = 0) using
a kernel with width equal to 15% of the full range of θ. We
then identify all local minima and maxima, and take the
strongest local minimum as our initial guess of θ̂.

(iii) We fit the unsmoothed RAB vs. θ with a von Mises
function (i.e., a Gaussian distribution for polar coordinate,
but with negative amplitude since we are fitting where RAB is
minimized), and the centroid of this function is our estimate
of θ̂. Because there can be secondary minima in RAB, we
restrict our fit to only use data within the two local maxima
nearest the initial guess of θ̂, or ±45◦, whichever is closer.

(iv) We then iterate over ρ > 0 and ρ < 0 (from small to
large |ρ|), repeating the steps above with a few exceptions:
(a) Instead of using the location of the strongest minima in
RAB as our initial guess for θ̂, we use the estimate of θ̂ from
the previous value of ρ. (b) We restrict each θ̂ to be within
±30◦ of the previous estimate.

(v) Any θ̂ measurement whose 95% confidence bounds
overlap regions in RAB with missing data are flagged and
removed from any subsequent analysis. Our calculation of
uncertainty when using real data is discussed in Section 3.5.

2.2 Systematic Errors

We have illustrated how RAB can be used to identify radial
variations in PAk . In this section we highlight systematic er-
rors which must be considered when applying our algorithm
to velocity fields.

2.2.1 Size of Radon Aperture (rap)

In Section 2 we introduced rap which defines the bounds of all
the line integrals when calculating RAB. One has the freedom
to set any value of rap, but there are pros and cons associ-
ated with different choices. In Fig. 4, we demonstrate how
different choices for rap (ranging from Re/4 to 2Re , where

Re is the effective radius) can affect RAB and the extracted
Radon profile. Since we are defining rap as some fraction
of each galaxy’s physical scale (Re), we multiply rap by the
minor-to-major axis ratio (b/a) so that rap covers the defined
radius in projection with the face of the galaxy when placed
along, but perpendicular to, the expected major axis. This
scaling by b/a is done when calculating RAB for all subse-
quent models as well as real data.

Larger values of rap will tend to yield less noisy measure-
ments of RAB by being less sensitive to random errors and
small-scale variations in a velocity field (e.g., turbulent mo-
tions) compared to smaller values of rap. At the same time,
as rap gets larger, true PAk variations tend to get smoothed
out. This is seen in Fig. 4, where larger values of rap fail to
capture the true PAk at ρ ∼ 0, making the overall range of
θ̂ smaller, although the qualitative behavior (whether θ̂ is
constant or varying with radius) is still apparent. Addition-
ally, as rap increases, RAB is more susceptible missing data.
When rap = 2Re , θ̂ can only be reliably estimated near ρ = 0
because else the Radon aperture extends beyond the edge
of the disk with detectable emission (this specific example
is dependent on the chosen disk size of our model, but the
point remains). Also apparent in Fig. 4 are sudden changes
in θ̂ at large ρ. These features are caused by missing data at
large ρ, which biases our estimate of θ̂ towards values where
it can be measured. The final step of our tracing algorithm
from Section 2.1 helps flag and remove these value from any
analysis, but we leave them in Fig. 4 so the reader is made
aware of the existence of this bias.

Taking into account the pros and cons of different
choices of rap, in Section 3 we discuss our choice for rap when
applying our algorithm to the MaNGA data set.

2.2.2 Center Definition

By default, our algorithm assumes that the kinematic center
of a velocity field lies at the very center of the input v(x, y)
grid. In reality, this is not always the case. For instance,
MaNGA IFUs are often positioned on the photometric cen-
ter of a galaxy based on SDSS imaging, but in some cases
they are purposefully repositioned (although this is typi-
cally done to correct a poor previously determined photo-
metric center; Wake et al. 2017). However, kinematic cen-
ters do not necessarily coincide with photometric centers of
galaxies (e.g., Garćıa-Lorenzo et al. 2015), and particularly
for low surface brightness dwarf galaxies, photometric cen-
ters can be poorly defined.

In Fig. 5, we demonstrate the impact of incorrect cen-
ters on RAB and the derived Radon profile for a model galaxy
with a constant PAk . For this model, being off center by
more than a few pixels can introduce differences of ∼ 10◦

or more between the two sides of the Radon profile. In Sec-
tion 3.4, we discuss a method for determining the optimum
center of a velocity field using the asymmetry in RAB as a
guide.

2.2.3 Inclination

Inclination-dependent projection effects can hide distortions
in a velocity field. To illustrate this issue, Fig. 6 shows RAB
and Radon profiles for a model velocity field viewed at vary-
ing inclinations (indicated in the upper-right corner of each
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Figure 4. Model velocity fields (top), rescaled RAB (middle), and Radon profiles θ̂ (ρ) (bottom) for different choices of rap (indicated in

the upper right corner of each panel in the top row), ranging from Re/4 to 2Re . In this and all subsequent figures, we scale rap by the
minor-to-major axis ratio (in this case b/a = cos i) so that the line segment being integrated over is approximately equal to rap projected

onto the face of the galaxy disk along but perpendicular to the expected major axis. The model velocity field is the same as in Fig. 2

except we use a different central PAk and also introduce a radial variation in the PAk of 10◦ R−1
e . Magenta points in the top row trace

the kinematic major axis based on θ̂ and lines extending out from each of these points illustrate the size of rap used to calculate RAB at

that position. The red line in the bottom row indicates the expected value of θ̂ based on true PAk as a function of radius.

Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 but showing the impact of shifting the velocity field off center by different amounts up to 5 spaxels (indicated

to the upper-right of each velocity field). The velocity field model is also the same as Fig. 4 but without any intrinsic variation in PAk .
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 4 but showing variations in RAB and θ̂ (ρ) as a function of central inclination with respect to the sky plane

(indicated to the upper right of each velocity field) for a model galaxy whose intrinsic inclination relative to the center is changing
constantly at a rate of 10◦ R−1

e .

panel in the top row). In this example, we create a more
realistic warped disk model where the intrinsic galaxy incli-
nation relative to the center changes at a constant rate of
10◦ R−1

e . The measured change in θ̂(ρ) caused by the warp in
the disk become substantially weaker as the galaxy becomes
more face-on, although the qualitative behavior of θ̂(ρ) is
always present. Nevertheless, the absolute strength of the
change in inclination which drives the variation in PAk can-
not be determined without additional information.

Note that we have only illustrated one particular type
of distortion, a warped disk, where the distortions are most
apparent in the edge-on case. Alternatively, distortions may
be driven by features in the plane of the disk, such as bars
or spiral arms, which may become difficult to detect at ex-
tremely high inclinations.

3 APPLICATION TO MANGA VELOCITY
FIELDS

We now apply the Radon transform to data from the SDSS-
IV MaNGA (Mapping Nearby Galaxies at APO) survey, an
integral field unit (IFU) survey of 10,000 z∼0 galaxies with
stellar masses M∗ & 109 M� (Bundy et al. 2015; Drory et al.
2015; Law et al. 2015; Yan et al. 2016b,a; Law et al. 2016;
Blanton et al. 2017). MaNGA uses the SDSS 2.5m telescope
(Gunn et al. 2006) and BOSS spectrographs (Smee et al.
2013), with a wavelength coverage of 3500–10000 Å, spectral
resolution R ∼ 2000 (instrumental resolution σ∼60 km s−1),
and an effective spatial resolution of 2.5′′ (FWHM) after
combining dithered observations. For this work, the parent
sample is composed of the 2776 galaxies released as part of

SDSS DR14 (Abolfathi et al. 2018). We use galaxies from
both the Primary and Secondary MaNGA samples which
have radial coverage out to 1.5Re and 2.5Re , respectively
(Wake et al. 2017).

3.1 Velocity Extraction

Gas and stellar velocity fields come from the internal
MaNGA Product Launch 5 (MPL-5) of the MaNGA Data
Analysis Pipeline (DAP). The DAP products used in this
work differ slightly from those that will be released publicly
as part of SDSS DR15 (MPL-7). A full description of DAP
will be presented in Westfall et al. (in preparation), but we
briefly summarize the procedure here.

Starting with the output from the Data Reduction
Pipeline (DRP; Law et al. 2016), which provides fully re-
duced, background subtracted data cubes with 0.5′′ ×
0.5′′ spaxels, the penalized pixel fitting algorithm (pPXF;
Cappellari & Emsellem 2004) is applied to each binned spec-
trum. This algorithm fits a linear combination of template
galaxy spectra convolved to a line of sight velocity distribu-
tion. Any regions of the spectrum flagged as unreliable by
the DRP, or with known emission lines, are ignored. Once
the best fitting stellar continuum model is determined, it is
subtracted from each spectrum, and each emission line is fit
separately with a Gaussian profile. We use the fits to the Hα
emission line as our indicator of gas velocity.

Before calculating RAB, we apply a few additional qual-
ity cuts. First, we remove any spaxels flagged by the DRP
or DAP. We then remove spaxels with low signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratio, either S/N < 3 on the Hα flux measurement
from a Gaussian fit or S/N < 3 in the continuum flux, for
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the gas and stellar velocity fields, respectively. We then check
for any remaining highly deviant velocity measurements by
comparing the velocity in each spaxel with the median of all
velocities within a 5x5 box around that spaxel, and remove
it if the value differs from the median by more than ∆V/2,
where ∆V is the absolute difference between the two veloc-
ities which enclose 95% of all measured velocities for that
galaxy.

3.2 Practical Calculation of RAB

When calculating RAB(θ, ρ), we estimate the velocities along
each line segment using nearest neighbor interpolation. Our
calculation follows the formalism implemented by Interac-
tive Data Language (IDL)1, where the Radon transform
equation is first rotated by θ, and the transformation is then
broken into two regimes, one for θ ≤ 45◦ and 135◦ ≤ θ ≤

180◦, and one for 45◦ ≥ 135◦, i.e. shallower and steeper
lines, respectively. The new transformations are written as:

R(θ, ρ) =

∆x
| sin θ |

∑
x v(xi , [a1xi + b1]) − ṽ | sin θ | >

√
2

2
∆y
| cos θ |

∑
y v([a2yi + b2], yi ) − ṽ | sin θ | ≤

√
2

2

(3)

where ∆x and ∆y are the sample steps in the x and y direc-
tions (1 spaxel in our case), and ṽ is the median of all velocity
measurements within ±rap of [θi , ρi ]. The square brackets in-
dicate rounding to the nearest integer value. The slopes and
intercepts in the above transformation are given by

a1 =
∆x cos θ
∆y sin θ

(4)

b1 =
ρ − xmin cos θ − ymin sin θ

∆y sin θ
(5)

a2 =
1
a1

(6)

b2 = b1
sin θ
cos θ

(7)

Our own custom IDL program used to calculate R, RA, and
RAB throughout this work is available online.2

3.3 Choice of rap

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, rap must be chosen to strike a
balance between being small enough to be both sensitive to
variations in the PAk and minimally affected by proximity
to the edge of the velocity field, while large enough not to
be significantly affected by noise or turbulent motions. To
enable a consistent analysis of all galaxies, we also want rap
to be the same size relative to some characteristic size scale
of each galaxy, such that rap = αRe , where α is a constant
and Re is the half-light radius. Furthermore, as discussed
above when calculating RAB for model velocity fields, we
also want to ensure rap scales as cos i so that the integrals
in RAB are calculated over approximately the same relative
physical scale projected onto the face of each galaxy disk.
In practice, we assume cos i ∼ b/a where b/a is the minor to
major axis ratio, such that rap = αRe × b/a. For our analysis,
Re and b/a are the elliptical Petrosian half-light radius and

1 http://www.harrisgeospatial.com/docs/Radon.html
2 https://github.com/dvstark/radon-transform

minor-to-major axis ratio taken from the NASA Sloan Atlas
(NSA)3

Based on Fig. 4, setting α ≤ 1/2 does the best job of
tracking the true PAk to the largest possible radius. How-
ever, this choice of rap means that RAB will calculated over
spatial scales that are smaller than the MaNGA spatial reso-
lution (typically ∼2.5′′; Law et al. 2016) for 25% of galaxies.
As a compromise, we set α = 1 (corresponding to the 3rd
case in Fig. 4), which ensures RAB is calculated over spatial
scales larger than the typical spatial resolution for 99% of
galaxies, albeit with the risk that some radial variation in
PAk may be blurred out.

3.4 Recentering Method

Errors in the assumed kinematic center can induce artificial
variations in Radon profiles (see Section 2.2.2). To mitigate
this issue, we use RAB itself to find the best kinematic center
under the assumption that the true center is that where the
asymmetry in RAB is minimized. Similar approaches have
been adopted when calculating asymmetries in imaging data
and rotation curves (Conselice et al. 2000; Kannappan et al.
2002).

Our recentering procedure is as follows. For each veloc-
ity field, we define a 7 × 7 grid with a spacing of 0.25 spaxels
centered on the photometric center of the galaxy. We shift
the velocity field center around this grid, using bilinear in-
terpolation to estimate the velocity field each time. At each
grid position, we recalculate RAB, trace θ̂(ρ) following the
procedure in Section 2.1, and calculate the asymmetry as:

Ai, j =

∑ ���θ̂ − θ̂flip
���

2Ni, j
wi, j (8)

where θ̂flip is the reversed θ̂ array, and Ni, j is the number

of values in the θ̂ array when calculated at the currently
adopted center. w is a weight factor defined as

wi, j =
N0,0

Ni, j
(9)

where N0,0 is the number of values in the θ̂ array when
using the original photometric center. This weight factor
helps account for differences in the asymmetry that can arise
when there are a different number of individual θ̂ measure-
ments at a given adopted center, which essentially artificially
raises/decreases the measured asymmetry for regions where
the θ̂ arrays are smaller/larger. The best center is taken to
be the point where A is minimized. If the derived center lies
on the edge of the 7x7 grid, we expand the grid by a fac-
tor of two and rerun the algorithm. If the best determined
center is still at the edge of the grid, we do not expand
it further because at this point the center is extremely far
from the photometric center and likely not well-determined.
These galaxies are rejected from the analysis, but this issue
only occurs in ∼1-2% of cases. This entire procedure is done
independently for gas and stellar velocity fields. The aver-
age difference between the IFU and estimated velocity field
centers is 1′′. The magnitude and direction of the positional
shifts of the gas and stellar velocity fields are only weakly

3 http://www.nsatlas.org/
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correlated but at a statistically significant level (Spearman
rank correlation coefficient of 0.1 with a 0.06% chance of the
correlation occurring randomly).

3.5 Uncertainty Estimation

As discussed in Law et al. (2016), the creation of the rectilin-
early sampled spectral data cubes using flux measurements
from individual fibers leads to significant covariance between
adjacent spaxels. We find that ignoring such covariances will
significantly underestimate uncertainties on RAB and θ̂, so
we have taken steps to account for covariance in each stage
of our analysis.

We first assume the correlation matrix of velocity field
spaxels is approximately

ci, j =


e
−0.5

(
di, j
1.9

)2

di, j < 6.4
0 di, j > 6.4

(10)

where di, j is the distance between two spaxels in units of
pixels (Westfall et al., in preparation). This N×N correlation
matrix combined with the estimated velocity errors yields
the full covariance matrix for the velocity field, Cv . For RAB
with M pixels, its M × M covariance matrix is calculated as

CR = W × Cv × WT (11)

where W is an MxN matrix of 1 or 0 indicating which velocity
spaxels are included in the calculation RAB at each position.

To estimate the uncertainty on θ̂, we opted for a sim-
ple Monte-Carlo approach where for each ρ in RAB , we re-
peat the fitting step described in Section 2.1 100 times, each
time adding random noise to the data using the full co-
variance matrix CR (not just the diagonal elements). Note
that adding random noise at this stage requires CR be in-
vertible, which we found was not always the case due to
numerical rounding errors that made CR non-positive defi-
nite. However, applying a small (typically 1%) scale factor to
the diagonal elements of CR solved this problem, and such a
small offset has little impact on the uncertainties propagated
through our analysis. The median and standard deviation of
the 100 fitted centroids are taken as the final estimate of θ̂
and its uncertainty.

We have tested the impact that ignoring covariance has
on our final analysis. Assuming all errors are independent
can result in underestimating the uncertainty on θ̂ by a fac-
tor of ∼5 on average, but with a large tail towards higher
values.

3.6 Characteristic Output

In Fig. 7 we show example output maps of RAB and θ̂(ρ) for
MaNGA Hα velocity fields. Each of the examples represents
a commonly occurring pattern in the data. Based on these
patterns, we divide Radon profiles into five major classes:

1: Radon profiles that are consistent with having a fixed
θ̂ at all radii. We refer to these profiles as Constant, or
Type-C.

2: Radon profiles where symmetric variations in θ̂ begin
immediately at |ρ| > 0, typically settling to a constant value

by 0.5−1Re (see also Section 4.1). These profiles are modeled
by a Gaussian function

θ̂(ρ) = Ae
−ρ2

2B2 + C (12)

We refer to these cases as Inner Bends, or Type-IB.
3: Galaxies with constant θ̂ at small radius which then

transitions to a different θ̂ at some larger radius. These pro-
files are well-described by a Busy Function (Westmeier et al.
2014):

θ̂(ρ) =
A
4

(erf (B(W + ρ)) + 1)(erf (B(W − ρ)) + 1) + C (13)

We refer to these profiles as Outer Bends, or Type-OB.
4: Radon profiles which show properties of both Type-IB

and Type-OB profiles. These are modeled using a combina-
tion of the Gaussian and Busy functions

θ̂(ρ) =
A
4

(erf (B(W+ ρ))+1)(erf (B(W − ρ))+1)CeDρ
2
+E (14)

We refer to these as Inner Bend + Outer Bend, or Type-
IB+OB.

5: Galaxies with asymmetric Radon profiles, or Type-
A. We estimate asymmetry with two parameters:

A1 =
1
∆θ̂

∑
i wiδθ̂∑
i wi

(15)

A2 =
∑
i

δθ̂

σδθ̂, i
(16)

where δθ̂i is the absolute magnitude of the difference be-
tween θ̂i and the value on the opposite side of the Radon
profile (i.e., same |ρ| but opposite sign), σδθ̂ is the corre-

sponding uncertainty on δθ̂, wi is a weight term defined as
wi = σ−2

δθ̂
, and ∆θ̂ is the range of θ̂ that encloses 95% of

the measured values. A1 indicates a fractional asymmetry
relative to the overall variation θ̂, and is very similar to the
definition of asymmetry defined in Eq. 8 except that the
data points are weighted. A2 indicates whether two sides of
a Radon profile are significantly different relative to their
uncertainties. Our final asymmetry category is defined as
anything with A1 > 0.2 and A2 > 3, i.e., the two sides must
differ by a significant fraction of the overall range in θ̂ and
be unexplainable by measurement uncertainty.

These five categories are meant to be phenomenologi-
cal, and were initially created based on the observed patterns
seen in Radon profiles without any additional information.
However, it is fair to say that certain models may be well-
suited to capture certain physical processes. For example,
the Busy function used to represent Type-OB profiles cap-
ture behavior we might expect from galaxies with misaligned
rotation in the outer disk, while Type-IB profiles may be a
better representation of phenomena at smaller radii, such as
bar distortions.

3.7 Automated Radon Profile Classification

We assign each galaxy’s Radon profile into one of the five
categories described in the previous section. The classifica-
tion of Type-A profiles is straightforward and is simply based
on the values estimated with Eqs. 16 and 15. For the first
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Figure 7. Example output from the Radon transform applied to MaNGA Hα velocity fields. From left to right, the panels show: (i)
An SDSS gr i cutout of the galaxy with the hexagonal MaNGA IFU bundle shape overlaid in magenta. The number in the upper right

corner indicates the PLATE-IFU designation of the observation. (ii) The Hα velocity field with the size of the radon aperture indicated
by the orange line in the lower-left corner. (iii) The resulting rescaled map of RAB. (iv) The derived Radon profile and uncertainty. The

Radon profile classification is noted in the bottom-left corner.
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Figure 8. Examples of models representing the first four Radon
profile classifications.

four categories, we employ an automated scheme whereby
we conduct a maximum likelihood fit of each model to the
measured Radon profile, and then use the Bayesian Infor-
mation Criterion (BIC; Schwarz 1978) to determine which
model presents the best description of the data without over-
fitting. The BIC is defined as

BIC = p ln n − 2 ln L̂ (17)

where n is the number of data points, p is the number
of free parameters in the model, and L̂ is the maximum
likelihood of the model. When comparing two models, M1
and M2, where M2 has more free parameters, we take
∆BIC(M2 |M1) = BIC(M2) − BIC(M1) > 2 as significant evi-
dence that M2 is favored over M1 (Kass & Raftery 1995).
When comparing different models, if there is more than one
more complex model with ∆BIC > 2, we first choose the
simplest of these alternative models, but then estimate the
∆BIC between this new model and the remaining more com-
plex models. As an example, if we calculate ∆BIC(IB |C) =
4.2 and ∆BIC(OB |C) = 5, we will prefer the Type-IB model.
However, we will then calculate ∆BIC(OB |IB), and if it is
< 2, the Type-IB model will still be preferred. The same cal-
culation is done when analyzing whether the Type-IB+OB
model is a better description of the data.

As in earlier steps of our analysis, the maximum like-
lihood estimates should take into account the covariance
between data points. The full covariance matrices of our
final Radon profiles are unknown, but given the structure
of our velocity field covariance matrices, we assume the
Radon profile covariance behaves in such a way that the
correlation between data points declines with increasing dis-
tance between them. We use the george Python package
(Ambikasaran et al. 2015) to conduct Gaussian process re-
gression and find the maximum likelihood fits of our four
models described in Section 3.6 , while simultaneously fit-

ting a model covariance matrix of the form:

Ci j = a exp



−d2

i j

2b2


 (18)

where di j is the distance between the ith and jth data points,
and a and b are free parameters. Building the covariance into
the fitting model typically yields maximum likelihoods that
are more conservative than if we were to ignore covariance.

Although we attempted to refine the estimates of the
centers of each galaxy before calculating RAB, we occasion-
ally find that allowing a slight shift in the definition of the
center when fitting the models can significantly improve the
resulting fits. This tendency is likely a result of the rela-
tively course grid in our recentering algorithm (Section 3.4).
Therefore, we fit each Radon profile twice, first fixing the
center at ρ = 0 and then allowing the center to vary within
±Re/4. We again use the BIC as described above to compare
the best fitting model with the center fixed versus with the
center allowed to vary, and take whichever model is favored
as the final best description of the data.

4 A CENSUS OF KINEMATIC BEHAVIOR IN
MANGA

Using the automated classification approach described in
Section 3.7, we assign all velocity fields into one of the five
types described in Section 3.6. In Table 1 we give the frac-
tion of galaxies that fall into each category among those
that were classified. We have made no cut on inclination or
b/a, but remind the reader that certain distortions may be
missed at extreme inclinations. Unless otherwise stated, we
limit our census to galaxies where we can measure θ̂ out to
at least |ρ| = Re , but the model fitting itself extends to as far
out as the data is measured. This cut results in a final sam-
ple of 907 gas Radon profiles and 936 stellar Radon profiles,
among which 466 galaxies have both stellar and gas Radon
profiles. The requirement that Radon profiles extend to at
least |Re | means our analysis of gas velocity fields does not
include many red, weakly star forming galaxies which tend
to be gas poor and have weak Hα emission. Similarly, our
analysis of stellar velocity fields does not include many star-
forming dwarf galaxies which tend to have low continuum
surface brightness (see also Section 4.3).

Table 1 also provides the fraction of galaxies in each
classification separately for the primary and secondary
MaNGA samples which have radial coverage out to 1.5 and
2.5Re , respectively. The percentages do not typically vary
significantly between the primary, secondary, or combined
samples. We also provide the percentages in each category
for gas and stars independent of whether the other compo-
nent passed our sample selection, as well as for a subsample
where both gas and stellar velocity fields for each galaxy had
classifications. Analyzing the behavior of the gas and stars
separately, versus analyzing the gas and stars in a sample
where both velocity fields have been characterized, does not
significantly change the percentages which fall into each cat-
egory.

Key findings from Table 1 are:

• Type-C profiles are most common for both gas and
stars, although they are roughly 1.5 times more common
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in stellar velocity fields. Although it is the most common
classification, the majority of galaxies do not have Type-C
gas radon profiles.
• Type-A profiles are roughly twice as common among

gas velocity fields compared to stellar velocity fields.
• Inner Bend and Outer Bend profiles occur at similar

frequencies in stellar and gas velocity fields.
• Type-IB+OB profiles are roughly three times more

common in gas velocity fields than stellar velocity fields. In
stellar velocity fields, Type-IB+OB profiles comprise only a
few percent of the whole population.

We also examine whether or not our classifications may
be subject to biases with respect to physical resolution (kpc)
and/or inclination. Poorer spatial resolution/beam smearing
may blur out distortions in velocity fields and bias Radon
profiles into certain classifications. The fact that the values
presented in Table 1 do not strongly depend on whether
we look at the Primary or Secondary samples (which have
different average physical resolution as a function of stel-
lar mass; Wake et al. 2017) is a good indication that spatial
resolution is not affecting our results. We also examined the
distributions of physical resolution for each of our Radon
profile classifications, but we find no statistically significant
difference between any of the groups. Furthermore, if poor
spatial resolution is causing Radon profiles to be biased to-
wards certain classifications, it should affect gas and stellar
velocity fields equally. However, as we will discuss in Sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3 the Radon profile classifications for gas
and stars are largely independent of one another.

Additionally, inclination can weaken the magnitude of
certain distortions (see Section 2.2.3). Among gas velocity
fields, we do find that Type-A profiles have a slight tendency
to be found at lower b/a (higher inclination) compared to
other classifications (with typical K-S test significances of
∼2.5σ).

4.1 Structural Properties

To further illuminate the differences between different
Radon profile classifications, we show the distribution
of characteristic radii for Type-IB, Type-OB, and Type-
IB+OB profiles in Fig. 9, where this characteristic radius
is an indicator of where θ̂ is transitioning to a new value.
For Type-IB profiles, this radius corresponds to the half-
width-half-maximum (HWHM) of the Gaussian, or B

√
2 ln 2,

where B comes from Eq. 12. For Type-OB profiles the char-
acteristic radius corresponds to the W parameter in Eq. 13,
which again is equal to the HWHM of that function. For
Type-IB+OW profiles, we plot the characteristic radii for
the Gaussian and Busy components separately (dashed and
solid green lines, respectively).

The distribution of characteristic radii for Type-IB pro-
files peaks around 0.5–0.6Re and drops off rapidly at larger
radius, while Type-OB profiles have characteristic radii ex-
tending to much larger values. The different distributions
for Type-IB and Type-OB profiles is at least partially by
design, as the Busy function which represents Type-OB pro-
files is specifically chosen to be able to capture cases where
the shift in PAk begins away from ρ = 0. The characteris-
tic radii of the Gaussian and Busy function components of
type-IB+OB profiles show similar distributions as the char-

acteristic radii of Type-IB and Type-OB profiles. Notably,
there is no strong difference between the distribution of char-
acteristic radii, regardless of type, between gas and stellar
velocity fields.

4.2 Agreement between gas and stars

Table 1 shows that the fractions of Radon profiles which fall
into each of our five classifications is not the same for gas
and stars. To further illuminate the extent to which gas and
stellar velocity fields behave dissimilarly, Fig. 10 shows the
distributions of gas and stellar Radon profile classifications
in groups of galaxies separated by the other component’s
classification, e.g., the first column of the left panel shows
the distribution of stellar velocity field classifications for the
subsample of galaxies for which the gas velocity fields are
classified as Type-C. To ensure a fair analysis, we have lim-
ited the sample to only galaxies where θ̂ has been measured
to at least 1.5Re for both gas and stars, and also limit the
model fits to |ρ| < 1.5Re even if they extend to larger radius.

This figure illustrates that the stellar and gas Radon
profile classifications rarely agree with one another (if the
classifications were in good agreement, the peak of the distri-
bution in each column of Fig. 10 would peak at the location
of the black point). The one exception to this statement
is when gas velocity fields are classified as Type-C, most
(60%) stellar Radon profiles are as well. The opposite is not
true; if stellar velocity fields are classified as Type-C, only
∼30% of gas velocity fields are Type-C, the rest mostly being
Type-IB or Type-A. Regardless of how a gas Radon profile
is classified, the stellar Radon profile will always most likely
be classified as Type-C. When the stellar classifications are
fixed, the behavior of the gas velocity fields is more diverse.

4.3 Color-Stellar Mass Distribution

To understand how different types of Radon profiles are dis-
tributed throughout the general galaxy population, we ex-
amine their frequency as a function of NUV − r color and
stellar mass M∗ in Fig. 11, which shows the frequency of
each classification as a function of M∗ and NUV − r sepa-
rately, and again in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, where we show the
full 2D distribution of each classification. Stellar masses and
photometric measurements come from the NSA, and bins
in NUV − r are spaced by 1, while bins in log M∗/M� are
spaced by 0.5. The top-left panels in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13
show the fraction of galaxies out of the full parent sample
where we were able to measure θ̂(r) out to at least Re , and
the remaining panels show the fraction of galaxies which
fall into each Radon profile classification normalized by the
number of galaxies for which measurements could be made.
The hashed regions indicate 2D bins where there were fewer
than 15 galaxies with θ̂(r) measurements, which we ignore to
help minimize large random errors in the raster maps from
small number statistics. For reference, the grey contours in
each panel show the distribution of the full MaNGA sample
for reference, regardless of whether we could measure θ̂(r).

The distributions in Fig. 11 show that gas Radon pro-
files are largely independent of M∗ except for an increase in
the frequency of Type-A profiles with increasing M∗. More
clear correlations are seen with respect color, with the Type-
IB frequency showing a positive correlation with NUV−r and
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Table 1. Percentage of galaxies in each θ̂ (r ) category

Constant Inner Bend Outer Bend Inner Bend + Outer Bend Asymmetric

(Type-C) (Type-IB) (Type-OB) (Type-IB+OB) (Type-A)

Gas (All available Radon profiles)

Primary 34.4+1.4
−1.4 23.4+1.3

−1.2 11.5+1.0
−0.9 8.8+0.9

−0.8 21.8+1.2
−1.2

Secondary 31.1+1.9
−1.8 24.4+1.8

−1.7 11.7+1.4
−1.2 9.0+1.2

−1.1 23.9+1.8
−1.7

Primary + Secondary 38.2+2.1
−2.1 22.3+1.8

−1.7 11.4+1.4
−1.3 8.6+1.3

−1.1 19.6+1.8
−1.6

Gas (Only those which also have stellar Radon profiles)

Primary 32.7+1.7
−1.7 25.6+1.6

−1.6 9.9+1.1
−1.0 9.6+1.1

−1.0 22.3+1.5
−1.5

Secondary 29.8+2.3
−2.2 25.5+2.2

−2.1 10.0+1.6
−1.4 9.2+1.5

−1.3 25.5+2.2
−2.1

Primary + Secondary 36.0+2.6
−2.5 25.7+2.4

−2.3 9.7+1.7
−1.5 10.0+1.7

−1.5 18.6+2.2
−2.0

Stars (All available Radon profiles)

Primary 54.3+1.3
−1.3 20.7+1.1

−1.1 8.8+0.8
−0.7 2.9+0.5

−0.4 13.3+0.9
−0.9

Secondary 51.4+1.8
−1.8 19.6+1.5

−1.4 10.5+1.2
−1.1 3.3+0.7

−0.6 15.2+1.4
−1.3

Primary + Secondary 57.7+2.0
−2.0 22.0+1.7

−1.6 6.8+1.1
−0.9 2.6+0.7

−0.6 10.9+1.3
−1.2

Stars (Only those which also have gas Radon profiles)

Primary 54.5+1.8
−1.8 23.2+1.6

−1.5 9.1+1.1
−1.0 2.0+0.6

−0.4 11.2+1.2
−1.1

Secondary 51.0+2.5
−2.5 21.8+2.1

−2.0 10.5+1.6
−1.4 2.5+0.9

−0.7 14.2+1.8
−1.7

Primary + Secondary 58.6+2.6
−2.6 24.9+2.4

−2.2 7.4+1.5
−1.3 1.4+0.8

−0.5 7.7+1.5
−1.3

Note – For each galaxy component, we provide the percentages of galaxies that fall into each classification,

both independent of whether the other component has a classification, and specifically for the subset where

both components have classifications. The rows labeled “Primary” and “Secondary” refer to the primary and
secondary MaNGA samples which have radial coverage out to 1.5 and 2.5 Re , respectively (Wake et al. 2017).

The uncertainties are from binomial statistics and do not reflect any possible classification errors.
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Figure 9. Distribution of characteristic radii for Type-IB, Type-OB, and Type-IB+OB Radon profiles of gas and stars, where the

characteristic radius is the half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) of the Gaussian or Busy functions used to represent these different
classifications. For Type-IB-OB profiles, we separately plot the distribution characteristic radii for the Gaussian and Busy function

components (dashed and solid green lines, respectively).

both Type-OB and Type-IB+OB frequencies showing nega-
tive correlations. Among stellar Radon profiles, the rates of
Type-C and Type-A profiles are anti-correlated and corre-
lated, respectively, with M∗, and no significant correlations
are seen with respect to color.

Moving to the 2D distributions in Figs 12 and 13, we
see that some types of Radon profiles prefer certain regions

of color-mass space, although our selection effects make it
difficult to disentangle the dependence on mass independent
of color (and vice-versa), especially for gas velocity fields
where our selection creates a correlation between these two
quantities. Among gas velocity fields, there is a slight ex-
cess of Type-OB profiles in the lower mass blue sequence,
type-IB+OB profiles are almost exclusively found in the
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Figure 10. (Left) Relative distribution of stellar Radon profile classifications (y-axis) at fixed gas Radon profile classification (x-axis).
The numbers above each column indicate the total number of galaxies at each fixed gas Radon profile classification, and the colorbar

reflects the relative fraction within each column. Black points indicate where the stellar and gas classifications are the same, and if the
stellar and gas classifications were in good agreement, the distributions in each column would peak at the black point. (Right) Same as

left panel, but showing the relative distribution of gas Radon profile classifications at fixed stellar Radon profile classification. Due to

the small number of galaxies with Type-IB+OW stellar Radon profiles, we do not plot their distribution. To ensure a fair comparison,
we limit this analysis to a subset of galaxies where θ̂ could be measured to at least 1.5Re for both components, and the classifications

only consider the data at ρ < 1.5Re .

blue-sequence, and the fraction of Type-A profiles tends to
increase with M∗ possibly becoming most frequent at red-
der colors. However, the low-mass red sequence is essentially
untouched in these plots, making it difficult to determine
whether mass or color (or both) is the primary driver of the
observed trends.

The sampling of color-mass parameter space for stel-
lar Radon profiles is more uniform. We again see that the
fraction of Type-C profiles decreases with M∗, although
this trend appears to disappear in the red sequence above
NUV−r ∼ 5. We see some evidence that the fraction of Type-
IB profiles increases with M∗ but only in the blue sequence
below NUV−r ∼ 4, and Type-A stellar Radon profiles appear
particularly rare at low M∗ and NUV − r.

Our sample size at this stage has limited our analysis to
relatively coarse bin separations and with significant regions
of parameter space ignored, so we reiterate that it is cur-
rently difficult to disentangle the relationship of Radon pro-
file type with both stellar mass and color. The final MaNGA
survey will be ∼4 times larger than the sample used in this
study, at which point this analysis can be revisited to make
a more robust determination of the link between kinematic
behavior and these properties.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Physical Origin(s) of Different Radon Profiles

In Section 3 and Section 4 we presented different types of
regularly occurring patterns in Radon profiles, their frequen-

cies, and their distribution within the galaxy population.
The question remains as to what are the physical processes
that cause the behavior presented in this work, and further-
more, whether the processes which drive kinematic behavior
in the gaseous disk are completely distinct from the pro-
cesses which drive the kinematic behavior of stellar disks.
Although we do not definitively answer this question in this
paper, we discuss which physical processes may be relevant,
and what additional information can be used to test these
ideas.

One of our key results is that roughly half of stellar
velocity fields and two-thirds of gas velocity fields are incon-
sistent with uniform co-planar circular motion. Similar re-
sults were seen in the CALIFA survey (Garćıa-Lorenzo et al.
2015). This high frequency of non-uniform co-planar circu-
lar motion implies that the processes which drive this be-
havior are either frequent or their effects long-lasting. Fur-
thermore, the majority of galaxies with non-constant Radon
profiles are still symmetric (Type-IB, Type-OB, and Type-
IB+OB). Galaxies have been known to display such behav-
ior for decades (e.g. Bosma 1981b) although thanks to large
surveys like MaNGA we can obtain a stronger constraint on
its frequency. This behavior has typically been attributed to
the presence of either (a) bar/oval distortions, or (b) warped
disks.

5.1.1 Bar and Oval Distortions

Given that bars are found in at least ∼30% of galaxies
(Masters et al. 2011), they present a natural explanation for
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Figure 11. Fraction of galaxies in different Radon profile classi-

fications as a function of stellar mass and NUV − r color for gas

(top) and stars (bottom).

the large fraction of galaxies with non-constant, but sym-
metric, Radon profiles. We test this idea by crossmatching
our sample with Galaxy Zoo (GZ; Willett et al. 2013), which
provides bar classifications for roughly 85% of our galax-
ies with Radon profile classifications. GZ relies on citizen
scientists for bar identification, which are merged to esti-
mate the probabilities that galaxies do or do not have bars
(pbar and pnobar), which are then adjusted to account for
the redshift bias when identifying morphological features
in observational data. Following previous work with GZ
(Skibba et al. 2012; Masters et al. 2012; Willett et al. 2013;
Kruk et al. 2018), we divide our sample into three classes:
strong bars (pbar > 0.5), weak bars (0.2 < pbar < 0.5), and
no bars (pbar < 0.2). The weak bar category likely contains
some fraction of unbarred galaxies due to the increased dif-
ficulty identifying weaker bar structures. Kruk et al. (2018)
find that ∼75% of galaxies in this category show some sig-
nature of a bar.

Fig. 14 shows the distribution of Radon profile classifi-
cations for gas and stellar velocity fields in strongly barred,
weakly barred, and unbarred galaxies. Both gaseous and
stellar Type-IB profiles are more frequent among strongly
barred galaxies compared to unbarred galaxies, while un-
barred galaxies have a clearly higher chance of being Type-
C compared to strongly barred galaxies. For gas velocity
fields, the weakly barred galaxies behave similar to the
strongly barred galaxies, whereas for stellar velocity fields,

the weakly barred galaxies behave more like the unbarred
sample. Barred and unbarred galaxies show no significant
difference in the rates in which they are classified as Type-
OB, Type-IB+OB, and Type-A. These results suggest that
bars are responsible for at least a subset of the Type-IB
profiles we observe. The different behavior of gas and stel-
lar Radon profiles also seems to suggest that weak bars can
drive observable distortions in the gas velocity fields, but
not the stellar velocity fields. We have also checked whether
Fig. 14 changes if we limit the sample to only those galaxies
with classified Radon profiles for both gas and stars, but we
find that it does not.

An additional line of evidence supporting Type-IB pro-
files as driven by bars comes from Fig. 9 which shows that
the typical radius where the PAk shifts in Type-IB profiles
typically occurs around ∼ 0.5Re . Dı́az-Garćıa et al. (2016)
find that the ratio of bar length to r-band disk scale length
is rbar/hr∼1 on average (with some variations of ±25% de-
pending on morphology). Assuming Re ∼ 1.7hr , we expect
a typical bar length of ∼0.6Re . In contrast, however, bar
lengths measured in Galaxy Zoo (Hoyle et al. 2011) tend
to be larger than the typical radius where PAk shifts. Re-
cently, Kruk et al. (2018) find the ratio of bar effective ra-
dius to galaxy effective radius is ∼ 0.5 on average, again in
good agreement with the typical PAk shift radius of Type-IB
profiles in Fig. 9. A more detailed analysis of Radon profiles
and bar structure is beyond the scope of this work, but these
simple comparisons hint at a potential link between the lo-
cation of transitions in PAk for Type-IB profiles and the
length scales of bars.

There is still a very large fraction of barred galaxies
classified as Type-C and a large fraction of unbarred galax-
ies classified as Type-IB, implying bars alone cannot drive
Type-IB profiles, nor does the presence of a bar guarantee
detectable distortions in the inner velocity field. There are
a number of potential explanations for this result. First, it
is possible for galaxies to experience gas inflows without the
influence of a bar, perhaps instead due to tidal interactions
(Stark et al. 2013). Alternatively, if there is a bar it may be
aligned with the rest of the disk such that there is no change
in PAk . Additionally, the unbarred sample may be contam-
inated by weak bar features which GZ classifiers could not
detect, or oval distortions which were not explicitly classi-
fied. Recently, Kruk et al. (2018) found a large number of
unbarred galaxies have clear oval distortions (which they re-
fer to as inner lenses), and found that these galaxies had
similar colors, masses, and sersic indices to barred galaxies,
and clearly different colors from galaxies without bars or oval
distortions. Kormendy (1979) argued that bars and oval dis-
tortions/lenses may be linked, with bars evolving into oval
distortions over time. While the distinction between strong
bars, weak bars, and oval distortions has historically been
somewhat subjective, there is clear evidence that they rep-
resent the same underlying phenomenon — elliptical struc-
tures with elongated orbits that may have a different PAk

from the larger-scale disk — and therefore should have sim-
ilar effects on a velocity field. The fraction of galaxies with
strong bars, weak bars, and oval distortions may be as high
as ∼60% (Sellwood & Wilkinson 1993; Knapen et al. 2000;
Dı́az-Garćıa et al. 2016) so ignoring oval distortions may ex-
plain the large fraction of apparently unbarred galaxies with
Type-IB Radon profiles.
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Figure 12. Distribution of the frequency of each Radon profile classification for gas velocity fields in NUV − r versus M∗ parameter
space. The upper left panel shows the fraction of galaxies which have radon profiles measurable out to at least Re . All other panels show

the fraction of galaxies in each category among those with measurable Radon profiles. The hashed regions are bins with fewer than 15
galaxies in the denominator of the measured fraction, which are ignored due to the risk of large random errors. The dark gray contours
show the distribution of the parent MaNGA sample.

Figure 13. Same as Fig. 12 but for stellar velocity fields.
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Figure 14. Distribution of galaxies with strong, weak, and no bars into different Radon profile classifications for gas and stellar velocity
fields.

Although we lack visual classifications of oval dis-
tortions, a key indicator of an oval distortion is a non-
orthogonal kinematic major and minor axis. We estimate
major and minor kinematics PAs by measuring the value
of θ where RAB is minimized and maximized along all line
segments running through the center of the galaxy (ρ = 0).
The actual calculation of these angles and their uncertain-
ties follow the same procedures described in Section 2.1 and
Section 3.5, but focusing only on the data at ρ = 0.

Fig. 15 shows the cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) of the difference between the major and minor axis
PAs relative to 90◦ such that a value of 0◦ corresponds to
perfectly orthogonal major and minor axes, which we infer
as true circular motion. For gas velocity fields, Type-IB and
Type-IB+OB profiles show slightly more non-orthogonal
motion at their centers compared to other types, imply-
ing they host more oval distortions. This same behavior is
not seen for stellar velocity fields, where the CDFs of both
Type-C and Type-IB profiles imply similar rates of non-
orthogonality. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear,
but one possible explanation may be the non-collisional na-
ture of the stellar component. Both elongated and circu-
lar orbits will contribute to the observed velocity field at
a given location, so any change in PAk induced by an oval
distortion may be washed out by the underlying component
with circular motion. The gas, however, is collisional, so dif-
ferent kinematic components motion cannot coexist. Addi-
tional evidence in favor of this explanation can be seen in
Fig. 14, where the frequency of Type-IB gas Radon profiles
in galaxies with weakly barred galaxies is similar to that of
strongly barred galaxies, whereas the frequency of Type-IB
stellar Radon profiles in galaxies with weakly barred galaxies
is consistent with that of unbarred galaxies.

5.1.2 Kinematic Warps

In addition to bars and oval distortions, kinematic warps
may also drive symmetric radial variations in PAk . Warps
present a tempting explanation for Type-OB profiles for a
number of reasons. First, Type-OB profiles occur at similar

frequencies independent of whether a galaxy has a strong
bar (Fig. 14), and the characteristic radius where θ̂ changes
in Type-OB profiles mostly occurs beyond the typical bar
radius (Fig. 9, Dı́az-Garćıa et al. 2016), both of which sug-
gest bars do not drive the observed distortions. Second,
Type-OB profiles typically show a smaller frequency of non-
orthogonal major and minor kinematic PAs compared Type-
IB and Type-IB+OB profiles, suggesting less influence from
oval distortions.

Disk warps themselves have a number of potential phys-
ical origins. Warps in gas disks may be the result of cos-
mic gas infall that is misaligned with the existing disk. If
gaseous Type-OB profiles were indeed associated with such
a scenario, we would expect them to cluster in the blue, low
mass end in color-mass space which is typically populated by
galaxies residing in low environmental densities where cool
gas infall is expected to be most frequent (Kereš et al. 2009).
While we do see an excess in this regime, it is very mild,
and Type-OB profiles are seen well into the higher mass
red-sequence. However, warped gas disks are also an ex-
pected phenomenon among red (typically early-type) galax-
ies; ∼ 30% of fast-rotator early-type galaxies have ionized gas
that is misaligned, suggesting an external origin (Davis et al.
2011), and a warp will naturally result from a misaligned gas
disk as the stellar disk torques the gas into alignment from
the inside out (van de Voort et al. 2015). In such a case, the
gas disk may form from cosmological accretion or from the
debris left over from recent interactions (Davis et al. 2011;
Serra et al. 2012; Lagos et al. 2015). The relatively high rate
of gas Type-OB profiles in the high-mass red regime may it-
self be driven by a selection effect under this scenario; gas
disks in these galaxies tend to have an external origin, and
a warp is a natural result of acquiring a new gas disk.

Warps in stellar disks may result from multiple stellar
components, suggesting they result from mergers. Several
studies have argued that early-type galaxies are assembled
through dry mergers, and the majority have had a major
merger in their recent history (van Dokkum 2005; Bell et al.
2006) which naturally explains distinct kinematic compo-
nents in the remnant. Since early-type galaxies dominate
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Figure 15. Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the opening angle between the major and minor PAk relative to 90◦ . The
width of each band corresponds to the 68% confidence interval due to the uncertainty in the PAk measurements. The x-axis is truncated

to 30◦ to make the differences between the CDFs more clear.

the galaxy population in the high-mass red sequence (e.g.
Nakamura et al. 2003), we expect the majority of stellar
Type-OB profiles to fall in this regime if they do in fact
reflect multiple component stellar systems, which is hinted
at in Fig. 13. It has also been argued that more distant tidal
interactions can sustain galaxy warps (e.g. Weinberg & Blitz
2006). Combining environmental information with estimates
of gas content and metallicity can help constrain the impor-
tance of cosmic accretion versus merging and tidal interac-
tions in driving gas and stellar warps.

5.1.3 Tidal Interactions

Tidal interactions present a natural explanation for asym-
metric Radon profiles. Garćıa-Lorenzo et al. (2015) find a
similar rate of asymmetry in ionized gas velocity fields in
CALIFA and find most cases can be explained by tidal in-
teractions. The increasing rate of gas asymmetries at higher
stellar masses is qualitatively consistent with the expected
trend from merger rate (Xu et al. 2004; Patton & Atfield
2008; Casteels et al. 2014; Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015), al-
though properly converting the rate of asymmetries into a
merger rate requires both completeness corrections and es-
timates of the timescale over which asymmetry is visible,
both of which we have not attempted here. Interestingly, al-
though they obtain a similar frequency of asymmetric gas
velocity fields (using Kinemetry), Bloom et al. (2017) find
the rate of kinematic asymmetry actually decreases with in-
creasing stellar mass. However, their result is largely driven
by galaxies with M∗ < 108.5 M� that we do not probe in our
study. It is also notable that gas velocity fields are ∼2 times
more likely to be asymmetric than stellar velocity fields, and
stellar Type-A profiles show no clear mass dependence. How-
ever, such behavior is not necessarily surprising given that
gas is more sensitive to tidal perturbations and tends to re-
flect past merger events for significantly longer timescales
than stars (Holwerda et al. 2011).

Tidal interactions may not be the only cause of asym-
metry, however. Bournaud et al. (2005) argued that the rate

of lopsided disks cannot be explained by interactions alone,
and that cosmic gas infall provides an additional driver (a
caveat of this comparison is that Bournaud et al. (2005) was
largely focusing on morphological, not kinematic, lopsided-
ness). Cosmic gas infall explanation seems an unlikely expla-
nation at our high mass end (where asymmetries are most
common) given that rapid cool gas infall should be most
prevalent among lower stellar mass blue sequence galaxies
(Kereš et al. 2009). Nonetheless, analyzing the environmen-
tal properties, gas fractions and metallicities of asymmetric
galaxies will help test the merger vs. gas infall scenarios.
Asymmetry may also arise due to more turbulent support,
possibly from disk instabilities and/or feedback from mas-
sive star forming clumps, which again for our sample is most
likely to impact galaxies at lower stellar mass. Follow-up
work using spatially resolved maps of star formation and
velocity dispersion may help constrain this possibility.

The variety of kinematic behavior within the galaxy
population can arise from a number of different processes.
Although we have identified different types of characteristic
behavior, assessed their frequency, and speculated to some
degree as to their origins, a more detailed analysis combining
information about key properties like environment, star for-
mation histories, gas content, and metallicity will be needed
to obtain a better understanding of what physical processes
galaxy kinematics are reflecting. This more in-depth analysis
will be the focus of future work.

5.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Radon
Transform Over Other Methods

There are multiple tools currently available to analyze veloc-
ity fields, many of which can also assess any radial variability
in PAk . This fact naturally raises the question of why would
one want to use the Radon transform over these other ap-
proaches.

We argue that if one is interested in determining
the orientation and/or regularity of the velocity field, the
Radon transform provides a straightforward means of ob-
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taining this information. The Radon transform simplifies
the analysis by collapsing the velocity field into a form
where changes in PAk are the main focus, essentially ig-
noring inclination and kinematic center and making the
analysis of PAk more robust. Such an approach particu-
larly advantageous for low S/N data, where simultaneously
determining properties like disk center and inclination in
addition to position angle, can yield highly unstable re-
sults (see e.g., Bloom et al. 2017). That being said, other
approaches such as Kinemetry (Krajnović et al. 2006) or
tilted-ring fitting (e.g., Begeman 1987) typically allow one to
fix these other properties so that radial profiles of PAk can
be extracted more robustly. What distinguishes the Radon
transform from other methods is that it is non-parametric; at
its heart the velocity field is not tied to an underlying model,
and we simply transform the data to enable easy assessment
of PAk

4. This simplicity makes the Radon transform easily
automated and ideal for characterizing large samples.

Although the simplicity of the Radon transform can be
a major advantage, for certain purposes its simplicity may be
a major disadvantage. If one is interested in determining of
additional properties of the velocity field (e.g., disk inclina-
tion) or one wants to model different kinematic components
(e.g., radial flows; Spekkens & Sellwood 2007), alternative
tools must be used. However, the output from the Radon
transform may still be a useful input to these other tools, al-
lowing them to run with PAk already well-constrained, thus
simplifying any additional fitting and parameter estimation.
Nonetheless, if one is simply interested in the orientation
and regularity of a galaxy’s velocity field, the Radon trans-
form provides a straightforward, non-parametric means of
attaining this information.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have illustrated how the Radon transform can be used
to quantify the mean kinematic PAs of velocity fields, as
well as any radial variations or asymmetries. This technique
provides a simple, non-parametric means of assessing the
orientation and regularity of velocity fields, and can be par-
ticularly useful for ongoing and upcoming IFU and radio
interferometric surveys which yield samples of thousands of
galaxies.

We have applied this technique to gas and stellar ve-
locity fields from the MaNGA IFU survey and measured
“Radon profiles” (which correspond to radial profiles of kine-
matic position angle) for the first ∼2800 MaNGA galaxies.
We place galaxies into five different classes based on their
Radon profiles: Type-C (constant) profiles where θ̂ shows
no significant radial variation, Type-IB (inner bend) profiles
where θ̂ changes immediately starting at the center typi-
cally out to ∼ Re/2, Type-OB (outer bend) profiles where
the PAk shifts to a new value at some radius away from
the center, Type-IB+OB (inner bend + outer bend) profiles
which show a combination of Type-IB and Type-OB profiles,

4 Although we do extract θ̂ (ρ) (PAk) using a Von Mises function

(Section 2.1) and classify galaxies into different categories using
several analytical functions (Section 3.7), neither of these steps
involve assuming any functional form for the underlying velocity

field.

and Type-A (asymmetric) profiles where θ̂ show significantly
different behavior on either side of the Radon profile corre-
sponding to the approaching and receding side of the galaxy.
Although these different classifications are phenomenologi-
cal, some are better suited to capture specific processes, e.g.,
Type-OB may best capture outer disk warps, while Type-IB
may best capture bars or oval distortions in the inner disk.

Our key findings are:

• Approximately half of stellar velocity fields and two-
thirds of gas velocity fields show non-constant Radon pro-
files. In the majority of these cases, the variation is symmet-
ric about the center (Section 4, Table 1).

• The distribution of characteristic radii where the kine-
matic PAs change are very similar for gas and stellar velocity
fields (Section 4.1, Fig. 9). However, the actual Radon pro-
file classifications of gas and stars are largely independent of
one another (Section 4.2, Fig. 10).

• Some Radon profile classifications cluster in certain re-
gions within NUV−r versus stellar mass space, and the dis-
tribution of stellar and gaseous Radon profile classifications
are largely independent of one another. Among gas velocity
fields, Type-OB profiles are more common in the low-mass
blue sequence, Type-IB+OB profiles are more common in
the blue sequence, and Type-A profiles are more common
at higher stellar mass. Among stellar velocity fields, Type-C
profiles appear less frequently at higher mass, while Type-
IB profiles become more frequent, although these trends may
not hold on the red sequence. (Section 4.3, Fig. 12, Fig. 13).

• Barred galaxies are more likely to be associated with
Type-IB profiles compared to unbarred galaxies, but there
are still large fractions of barred galaxies in other categories,
and unbarred galaxies classified as Type-IB. Gaseous Type-
IB and Type-IB+OB profiles show larger fractions of non-
orthogonal major and minor axis kinematic PAs, suggesting
their behavior may be associated with oval distortions (Sec-
tion 5.1, Fig. 14, Fig. 15).

• Type-OB profiles show no clear dependence on the pres-
ence of a bar and show more orthogonal major and minor
axis kinematic PAs compared to Type-IB and Type-IB+OB
profiles. These trends suggest Type-OB profiles are more
likely to be associated with warped disks as opposed to bar
or oval distortions (Section 5.1, Fig. 14, Fig. 15).

Future work will explore how different Radon profiles
relate to other galaxy properties, specifically their environ-
ments, star formation histories, metal abundances, and gas
content. This more in-depth analysis will greatly enhance
our ability to constrain the physical mechanisms (e.g., gas
infall, tidal interactions, secular processes) which drive the
observed kinematic behavior throughout the galaxy popula-
tion. The MaNGA survey itself provides much of the infor-
mation needed to understand the internal galaxy properties,
and the broader SDSS legacy redshift survey enables a ro-
bust understanding of environment for much of the sample.
Lastly, the ongoing MaNGA-HI follow-up survey (Masters et
al. in prep) will provide a large inventory of atomic hydrogen
gas masses.
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